
Join other 
CaringFAMILIES who are 
helping to place the best 
tools in the hands of our 
medical team. 

Your pledged investment of $100,000 will 
have enormous impact on local healthcare, 
and create a lasting family legacy.  

Together we can do so much more.

For details, call Lisa Short: 519-740-4966  
or visit www.cmhfoundation.ca  



CaringFAMILY Donors

Becoming a Caring Family was a way for us to help 
our community directly. We all need a local hospital 
with the best resources available, for those in the 
community facing a health crisis. When we speak 
to our children about giving back we point to the 
new wing and the improved equipment. Our girls 
can see how giving can positively impact the entire 
community.

Inspired by our example, we are thrilled that we are 
now seeing our daughters leading their own 
fundraising initiatives, such as requesting donations 
for CMH in lieu of birthday presents.

Giving back to the community is important to us, and 
the hospital is the one institution that every Cambridge 
family will eventually benefit from.

Both our daughters were born at CMH and we have 
made Emergency visits throughout the years. Each 
time, we have been impressed with the compassion 
and expertise the staff demonstrated.

My husband Angelo and I both serve in various 
capacities as board and hospital volunteers. When we 
learned that the funding of all patient equipment was 
the responsibility of the community, and received no 
government support, we knew that our donations 
would have a tangible impact. Especially now that the 
new wing has opened - patient areas are being 
updated and new equipment needs to be purchased.

Join a distinguished 
group of CaringFAMILIES 
by investing in CMH.

MONICA LOBERTO SPEAKS ABOUT WHY GIVING 
BACK IS IMPORTANT

Recognition includes your family name listed  on 
our CaringFAMILIES Donor Wall in the Emergency 
Department waiting area, as well as our Main Lobby 
Donor Wall. You will also receive invitations to  
special donor events throughout the year. A 
CaringFAMILY gift begins at $100,000, pledged over 
3–5 years.

The MacNaughton family and Loberto family share a moment at our CaringFAMILY celebration.




